Readings week 1-2

Week 1
Read page 35-52 of:

**ARTICLE**
Who wrote Wuthering Heights?
McCarthy, Rachel ; O’Sullivan, James
OXFORD: OXFORD UNIV PRESS
Available Online

Week 2
Read this chapter:

**BOOK CHAPTER**
Quantitative Analysis and Literary Studies
Hoover, David L
Schreiber, Susan ; Siemens, Ray
Oxford, UK, John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
A Companion to Digital Literary Studies, 2013-06-17, p.517-533
Check availability

And search for related articles in:

**DATABASE**
JSTOR
Provides access to the digital editions of internationally leading journals, often from its first publication to about 5 or 3 years back (the so-called ‘moving wall’). The journals can be searched by author name, title words, words from the abstract or the text. Searches can be performed in the database as a whole, in a subsection per discipline or in individual journals.